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The National Association of Certified Valuators and Analysts (NACVA) supports the users of business and intangible
asset valuation services and financial forensic services, including damages determinations of all kinds and fraud
detection and prevention, by training and certifying financial professionals in these disciplines. NACVA training includes
Continuing Professional Education (CPE) credit and is available to both members and non-members.
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ValuSource Software, a partner of NACVA’s for over 15 years, continues to provide members and
customers with superior value and a variety of business valuation solutions through software,
valuation databases (using Valuation Data Explorer), and online valuation solutions. This past year
saw the advent of online downloadable databases—no more waiting for CDs to arrive. You now
have instant access available at your fingertips, and the information is downloadable into NACVA’s
Business Valuation Manager™ Pro (BVM Pro), Express Business Valuation (EBV), and Excel.
Another resource ValuSource has added is ValuSource Software Assistance.
Existing users of BVM Pro and EBV now have the opportunity to obtain software assistance for
$125 per hour; an expense you can transfer on to your client. It’s a little like adding a part-time staff
member to your team who is an expert in using the software. The ValuSource Software Assistance
program provides you a technical professional to assist you with data input, downloading data (that
you already own), and inputting assumptions. This provides ValuSource the ability to input and set
up the engagement to generate draft reports using the Business Valuation Report Writer™ (which
you need to already own). Once the report is produced, you will need to review and edit it to
produce a final report. This service can be very useful if your office is back logged. ValuSource
Software Assistance will allow you to complete more valuations and, in turn, acquire more
engagements. Or if you are not as familiar with the software as you would like, you can have an
expert personally guide you through technical aspects of the software, which will allow you to
complete appraisals more quickly in addition to learning how to effectively use the software
yourself.
ValuSource does not provide any “judgment” calls; just assistance using the software.
This service is subject to available resources. Contact ValuSource directly at (800) 825-8763 to
check for availability and to schedule an appointment.
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